MEN'S EUROPEAN HANDBALL CHAMPIONSHIP

EHF EURO 2022

Main Round Group II

Results
Match No: 59

POLAND (13 - 14) (14 - 14)

Referees:
LAH Bojan (SLO) / SOK David (SLO)

Poland
Coach: ROMBEL Piotr

Coach: RIBERA ROMANS Jordi

Spain

EHF EURO 2022

Bratislava
Attendance: 1,432

POL 27 - 28 ESP

POL - ESP

RUNNING SCORE

1st Half

PRZYGUDA D / FIGUERAS TREJO A

FREKKERS ALF 1 / DOUCETTE A

HUBER A / GIUFFRE M

PETERS A / BESANGER Y

WARCZYK A

ZEMBRZYCKI Mateusz

2nd Half

PRZYGUDA D / FIGUERAS TREJO A

FREKKERS ALF 1 / DOUCETTE A

HUBER A / GIUFFRE M

PETERS A / BESANGER Y

WARCZYK A

ZEMBRZYCKI Mateusz

TO Turnover
TP Time Played
YA Yellow Cards

Legend:
% Efficiency 2M 2-Minute Suspensions 6mC 6-metre Centre Shots 7m 7-metre Penalty Shots
9m 9-metre Shots BT Breakthroughs EG Empty Goal FB Fast Breaks
FTO Fast Throw off G/Att. Goals/Attacks Ind. Individual RC Red Cards

Attacks
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